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express middleware
- each request is run through ~200 regex tests

- not needed for static files

- not needed for valid urls

quick fix

- load middleware after static files

complete fix

- remove middleware

- extend angular 404 handler to test url



  

render blocking
- each script and css file in <head> blocks the page display

- external scripts & css moved to body with async tags

- preconnect tags added for API & image CDN

items moved to async (non blocking) loading:

- google tag manager

- facebook sdk

- cookie consent

- google fonts



  

font fallback
- no text displayed until fonts downloaded

- poor experience on slow connections

- pages fully visible with no text

fixed with fallback font display

- font-display: swap

- text visible while font is downloading

- once font is downloaded displayed font is updated



  

double startup
- loading app.module twice

- does not seem to be needed

- helps decrease mobile startup time



  

double nav bar
- two nav bars blue background & transparent background

- both layouts loaded for every single page

- only difference is a single css class

fixed with dynamic css class

- removed transparent nav bar references

- uses angular router data attribute

- active on routes that need transparent background



  

heavy app.module
- too many things loaded into main bundle

- does not use lazy loading

- needs to be as small as possible

quick fix

- comment out stuff that does not seem to be used

- load services/modules at component level when needed

complete fix

- review everything here and remove as much as possible



  

lazy image loading
- page does not wait for images to become 'ready'

- visible on screen images loaded first

- page scroll loads off screen images on demand

- built into browser - no script overhead

important:

- only works with <img> tag

- CSS background image not supported



  

service worker
- separate background worker

- handles advanced caching strategies 

- list of files to cache generated at build time

- cache gets busted for changed files on deploy

- assists in caching external content (e.g. google fonts)

- built in failsafe - automatic uninstall

- instant network responses for slow mobile connections
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change of design
- two large application design elements missing

- causing heavy slowdown in responses

server vs browser code split

- running unnecessary code on the server

server state transfer

- state is lost after SSR complete



  

server vs browser
- running unnecessary code on the server

- interactive elements (buttons, maps, dynamic ui elements, etc)

- global code hooks (browser scroll tracking, analytics, facebook, etc)

example; inspiration button

- extremely expensive to create

- triggers many API requests for results screen

- the server will not click the button

- google will not click the button

- only in the browser maybe the button is clicked

quick fix

- changed this button to only render on browser

complete fix

- review of other slow screens

- make developers question 'does this need to run on the server?'



  

server state transfer
- entire page render flow is duplicated - everything

- no state transfer from server to browser

- key feature of Angular SSR missing



  



  



  

LCP gain
- testing being done using same scoring system as google

- in testing /resultat LCP dropped from 14s to 3s

- LCP gain of 11 seconds for average mobile devices

- biggest gain due to state transfer

- no need to create search results twice



  

LCP gain
- testing being done using same scoring system as google

- in testing / (homepage) LCP dropped from 9s to 3.8s

- LCP gain of 5 seconds for average mobile devices

- biggest gain due lower core JS bundle size

- non blocking render


